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Under His Roof by Elizabeth Robins 

Good Housekeeping May 1913 

 

Hypertext at Robins Web of "Under His Roof" (from which this page is linked) is based 

upon the reprinted version in The Mills of the Gods and Other Stories (Sue Thomas 

Bibliography No. 89). That anthologized version does not have sub headings as does this 

version, but breaks in the text are represented by a series of spaced dots. Only one section 

break in the Good Housekeeping version is so indicated (after "the old chimney had 

fallen"). This edition includes three subheadings to break up the text: In the Candle's 

Gleam, The Little People, Safety.  

Sue Thomas' main entry for this story in her Bibliography is Item Number 72, catalogued 

with the Novels and Novellas, as it was privately printed as separately bound.  

ER used the private printing to raise funds for suffrage. Thomas notes that this Good 

Housekeeping serialized version was "Not seen" and that her information for this item is 

my dissertation (Item 73 cross-references item 1540, "Sometimes Suppressed"). 

I have located the digitized version of the 1913 Good Housekeeping, and below I provide a 

link to the beginning of the story. Hathi Trust holds the copy, digitized by Google and held 

at University of Chicago: 

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=chi.24127277&view=image&seq=576&q1=Robins 

Pages 592-602  

With illustrations by Robert Reid on 596-7 and Dalton Stevens (illustration at end of story, 

at the bottom of the last unnumbered page 602). Stevens is not credited there but is in the 

Table of Contents and the first page of the text.   

Contents for the volume with both illustrators credited are on image page 560, or page 2:  

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=chi.24127277&view=image&seq=560&q1=Robins 

Above images are from the Good Housekeeping May 1913 printing.  

Cornell University also has the single issue, 

https://digital.library.cornell.edu/catalog/hearth6417403_1342_005 

 

Joanne E. Gates, February 2021 
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